
Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
10.1 Inch Ultra Thin Headrest
Auto DVD Player

This 10.1 inch monitor with integrated DVD is amazing, not
only can it handle cd/dvd it also allows you to play games
(using the provided remote/controller). I have used it for
connection of a Pumpkin Head Unit that I have in the front of
the car and stream either YouTube or Kodi to the kids in the
back.

One good thing about this is you can connect two monitors
together to mirror the image, this way only one will need
hard-wiring to the cars head unit.
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I do not actually own any DVD discs (I moved on from optical
media many years ago) so had to take the kids out to the good
old £1 shop to find something to test and lo and behold it
played flawlessly (although I do not use this feature the rest
of time).

The touchscreen is good and responsive, but as it comes with a
fully fledged remote there is no need to dirty up the screen
with your fingerprints.

All in all this really is a must have item for those long car
journeys or even (as I tend to use it) for sitting in the car
while one of us parents goes shopping (my 2 kids are a
nightmare while shopping!).

Great Unit – Good viewing angles (not great but good) – my
kids could just about see each others screen if they were to
look over.

–by Chris B.

Check more headrest monitor DVD Players on Pumpkin official
websites:

Pumpkin US: www.autopumpkin.com
Pumpkin EU: www.autopumpkin.de
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Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
Wince 6.0 Single Din Car GPS
Navigation Radio

Absolutely brilliant bit of kit. I would be lost without it.
Even though my GPS antenna is stuck under the dashboard
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against the inside of the bulkhead, I get very accurate
navigation and at least 10 satellites at all times.

The sound is brilliant and it even allows programming of a
stalk adapter.

I cannot praise this Pumpkin unit high enough.

I can both recommend this product and state I have not
received any discount or other reward for this review.

The overall quality is far greater than expected, considering
the price.

–by Steve

Very good looking unit for the price. Sounds great, easy
enough to wire up with a bit of common sense, although my car
is old so wasn;t bothered about ripping the insides apart, but
have since been told there are plenty adapters available. Can
attach an external storage to the USB port and play AVI files
through the screen, as well as music. Can also stream music
through your phone over bluetooth and play through the unit.
GPS works great, picks up satellites very quickly.

Does the same job, just as well, as many more expensive
examples.

The manual could do with being a little clearer, so I’m still
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trying to figure some of the features out, but if you are
looking for a good unit without paying extortionate prices,
then this could be the one.

–by Rusty

Check more Pumpkin wince car radio on Pumpkin official
websites:

Pumpkin US: www.autopumpkin.com
Pumpkin DE: www.autopumpkin.de
Pumpkin UK: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2hCgqx9

[Pumpkin New Release] Android
6.0 Marshmallow Universal Car
Stereo 2 Din with DVD Playing
Function
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Pumpkin android 6.0 Car DVD Player Radio 2 Din
Key Features: 

Please note this model can only be shipped to the USA .

1) Android 6.0 Marshmallow , CPU: Allwinner T3 Quad Core ,
Optimized Radio IC:NXP TEF6856,and More attractive User
Interface.
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2) Support 1080P HD video and some 4k(3840×2160) video,
support mirror link function,You can mirror your smartphone’s
online GPS onto this unit.

3) GPS Navigation(map software or app not included), Built in
USB Port (up to 64GB),  WIFI(Built in WIFI modem)/3G(Extra
device required), Cam-In(Extra device required).

4) Support Bluetooth phone call / audio player/ Phone Book
function

5) Support Fast-boot.  After the installation, this machine
only need about 5 seconds to finish booting from the 2nd time
.

Attention:
please make sure your original car radio has the same shape as our unit.  

Guide before purchase:
1.Please measure the size of your car center dashboard console
and make sure our stereo size is suitable for your car.

2.Please kindly keep us informed if your car has canbus and
factory amplifier.

3.Please send us photo of your car’s dashboard and tell me
your car model and year if you could not confirm whether it
will be fit and work on your car perfectly.

Check more details on Pumpkin US website: www.autopumpkin.com

And more Christmas Promotion is waiting for you !!
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